CASE STUDY

MIURA: AUTOMATIC XY CUTTER
APPLICATION: Automatic XY Cutting of self-adhesive vinyl for walls decoration
CUSTOMER: Ato Srl - Italy
INDUSTRY: Digital Printing

“WITH MIURA WE CUT WIDE FORMAT GRAPHICS IN A VERY SHORT TIME!”
“Since we have been working with the Miura cutter we have optimized the
cutting process of printed rolls” says Paolo Miramondi of the company Ato
Srl of Cesano Boscone (Milan).
Ato Srl has been operating for more than twenty-five years in the field of
wide format and high quality digital printing, producing flexible, rigid and
semi-rigid materials for visual communication, plexiglas® supports and
signs.
The company prints large volumes of self-adhesive vinyl to decorate
large walls of gyms, kindergartens, schools and shops.
In order to respond quickly to the delivery of this material Ato needed to
speed up the cutting of the printed rolls: “Before we trimmed by hand
meters of rolls, taking a long time to make the precise cut” says Paolo
Miramondi and continues:
“Today with the purchase of Miura we solved this problem! The machine
automatically cuts laminated wide format graphics in a very short time
printed on a self-adhesive vinyl roll; all of this always with the utmost
precision and without waste of material!”

Watch the video:
Miura Plus @ Ato Srl

APPLICAZIONI:

Indoor playground

Gym

Kindergarten

Ice cream shop

FLEXA: WE ADD VALUE TO YOUR PRINTS!
We are a 27-year-long experience in designing equipment and offering solutions in Digital Printing Finishing to make your
work easier and profitable every day. With more than 200 product range, we are reliable partner for who is engaged in the
visual communication industry and in the industrial sector with customized applications.
Follow us:
Manufactured in compliance
with CE regulations
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